
CLASS 2 CREATIVE CURRICULUM OVERVIEW 2019-20 

Theme The Royal family  Animals  Pirates Changes old and new Art and artists The Olympics  

Core focus History  Geography History History  History  History/Geography  

Science Plants Animals including humans  Uses of everyday 
materials 

Living things and habitats  Forces and magnets  Developing scientific 
thinking through 
games 

Computing 
 
 

E- Safety Using apps to 
create movement 
Recognising the uses of 
technology 

How information and data is 
presented 
Gathering data from online 

Programming- beebots Using websites and links 
Researching and gathering 
information  

Using ICT to create an 
image  

Photos, videos and 
sounds 
Creating an interactive 
project 

Geography 
 

Map of the UK- identifying 
the countries making up 
the UK 

Hot and cold countries, 
oceans and islands 

Islands- coordinates  Weather changes and 
charts. What they like and 
dislike about their local area 

N/A Global and 
environmental issues   

History 
 

Queen Elizabeth II 
King Henry VIII  
Key events in history  

N/A  Famous pirates  Identifying old and new 
items. What has changed in 
our local area 

N/A  N./A  

Art 
 

Self portraits  
Sketching and editing  
 

Using primary and 
secondary colours  

N/A  Sketching using artefacts  Van Gogh study  Repeating patterns  

DT Cut food safely  Clay animal sculptures  Junk modelling- building a 
pirate ship 
Planning and editing   

N/A   N/A  

MUSIC Rhythms and duration  Pulse and rhythm  
 

Pitch  Instruments and symbols  Using our voice  Timbre, tempo and 
dynamics  

RE 
 
 

Which books and stories 
are special? 

How do we celebrate special 
events? 

How is new life 
welcomed?  

What makes Easter 
important?  

How and why do people 
pray? 

How can we look after 
our planet?  

PSHCE Safety including E- safety  
Rules and responsibilities  

Anti-bullying 
Getting on and falling out  

Looking after yourself 
including physical and 
mental health  

 Managing feelings and 
opinions  

SRE (Living and Growing) 
Positive relationships 
 

Recognise and 
celebrate strengths 
and set goals to 
achieve 

WOW & 
Enrichment 
Experiences 

Queen’s tea party   
Harvest Festival service 
Nativity Play & Carol 
Service 

RE/citizenship day 
Christmas fair and parties  
Nativity 
Aladdin pantomime 

Chinese new year  
Maths/science day  
Pirates day- visit from real 
history alive. 

World book day  
Easter service 
 

Visit to Art gallery 
School Art exhibition  
 

Around the world- 
Olympics day 

 


